“We’re still here” is what librarians across the state are exclaiming. Despite the fact that libraries are operating in a variety of ways from totally remote to curbside service to some open hours, we’re still here providing services and resources to our patrons.

YOUR college library staff are available by phone and e-mail during regular business hours, 8am-5pm, Monday through Friday. We can provide curbside service by appointment if you are in need of a particular book or journal, or technology such as laptop, WiFi hotspot, or webcam. Also, every Tuesday and Thursday night Dave the Librarian is available for open Zoom sessions. You can log in any time between 5pm-7pm to [https://unm.zoom.us/j/94682961275](https://unm.zoom.us/j/94682961275) and check in with Dave. If he doesn't have the answer, he will help find the right person who does. Of course, you can always go to YOUR college library website 24/7 at [https://taoslibrary.unm.edu](https://taoslibrary.unm.edu).

As information professionals we would be remiss if we didn't take a moment to remind you of the opportunities you have to exercise your rights in this democratic society in which we live. The back page shows all the ways you can make YOUR voice heard.

This election year we will not only be voting for our next US president but New Mexico citizens will vote on General Obligation Bond Issue B which, if passed, will provide publicly funded New Mexico libraries with a total of $9,500,000.00.

This GO Bond will provide $3,000,000 each for Higher Education libraries, Public libraries and Public School libraries. It will provide $500,000 for NM Tribal libraries.

YOUR college library could see just over $13,000 if you, the voters, choose to approve the bond issue. In the past, a majority of these funds went towards online research databases relevant to YOUR needs. We currently have made over 300 databases available to our students, staff and faculty which provides 24/7 access to articles and references materials. We also use this access to assist our community patrons in a number of ways.

Keep in mind that passing this bond will not raise your taxes. Also, this is a statewide bond so your vote can positively affect not only YOUR college library but maybe your grandson goes to NMSU or your daughter goes to NMHU. “We’re still here” and libraries need your support so we can continue to support YOU.
Sky & Telescope
September 2020
The Fate of Volcanic Worlds
Comparing the volcanic histories of the inner solar system worlds tells us how rocky bodies age. - P. 18
Dating Vermeer’s View of Delft
A team of astronomical detectives use the shape of painted shadows to date a landscape by Johannes Vermeer, the mysterious painter most well-known for his Girl with a Pearl Earring. P - 24
The Hunt for the First Exomoons
A handful of scientists are attempting to discover the first moons outside of our solar system—a finding that would be transformative, yet remains elusive. P - 34

New Mexico Historical Review
Spring 2020
The Publications of Padre Antonio José Martínez, 1834-1846
In 1835, Padre Antonio José Martínez brought the first printing press in New Mexico to Taos. Laurence S. Creider details the types of texts printed and discusses their historical significance. - P. 159
Contested Ground: Indigenous Territoriality and European Sovereignty in the Early Centuries of European Discovery and Claims to North America
A conceptual shift from the European model of state sovereignty to tribal territoriality leads Joseph P. Sánchez to reconsider a history of isolated “revolts” as the history of a general state of war in defense of Native territory. - P. 213
Wired Magazine
September 2020

San Francisco’s Immune System

Why did a city beset by dysfunction and inequality face the onset of Covid-19 better than any other major American Metropolis? Because history gave it some very powerful and specific societal antibodies. - P. 44

The Hunt for the MAGA Bomber

Racing to catch the man who mailed explosives to the president’s critics. - P. 54

Spreadsheet Patriot

One IT guy in Ohio is on a quest to restore rights to voters - P. 76

Artforum International
September 2020

Carceral Aesthetics

Nicole R. Fleetwood in conversation with Rachel Kushner about the practices, and aesthetics of art made by people in captivity. - P. 108

Project: Nicole R. Fleetwood

A curated collection of works made by four incarcerated artists: Tameca Cole, Mark Loughney, James Hough, and Jared Owens. - P. 117

New Mexico Magazine
September/October 2020

The Mystery of Big Jim

A 10-year effort to restore one of New Mexico’s most distinctive chiles underscores how memory thrives in our taste buds. - P. 38

The Making of Chile U

One of the only scientific institutions devoted to a so-called condiment flourishes in Las Cruces. - P. 41
Remember to fill out the 2020 Census!

- Census data helps the federal government allocate political power and money. In addition to congressional seats, census data will guide how an estimated $1.5 Trillion of funding is distributed every year.
- This funding goes to healthcare, schools, roads and other public services for YOU.
- For every person who fills out the census, New Mexico receives more than $37,000 over ten years.

Go to 2020census.gov to fill out YOUR census today!

portal.sos.state.nm.us/OVR/WebPages/AbsenteeApplication.aspx

- If you want to mail in your absentee ballot, you should send it no later than October 27th to ensure that it is delivered in time.
- Or if you choose, you can deliver your absentee ballot to the County Clerk’s Office or any Election Day polling location up until 7:00 PM Nov. 3rd (Election Day).

October 17th — October 31st: Early Voting.

November 3rd: Voting Day! All hands on deck!

- You can find your polling location at https://www.sos.state.nm.us/voting-and-elections/voter-information-portal/

MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT
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Due to the Covid-19 quarantine, Klauer Campus is currently closed until further notice, but all operations are available and being handled remotely.

We thank you for your patience during this difficult time.

24/7 ACCESS: taoslibrary.unm.edu
Facebook.com/UNM.TaosLibrary
Twitter.com/UNM_TaosLibrary